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 ARCHcriminal ONE

	Destiny Dancer
	Male
	Human
	Karma	12
	Lifestyle	Guest on High, living at Middle
	Money	20,000
	Base		Shamen (translated to Hermetic Mage)

ATTRIBUTES
	Body			3
	Quickness		6
	Strength		2
	Charisma		6
	Intelligence	6
	Willpower		6
	Essence		6
	Magic	    12 (+3 Power Focus) (15)
	Reaction		6

SKILLS
	Armed Combat	4
	Conjuring		10
	Dancing		7 (focus skill)
	Enchantment	3
	Magical Theory	6
	Negotiation	6
	Sorcery		12
	Unarmed Combat	3

LANGUAGES
	Elven		4
	English		8
	Japanese		2

CYBERWARE
	None

CONTACTS
	Talismonger
	Burned-out Mage
	Hermetic Circle Group (1d6+1)
	Secret Society Member

GEAR
	Elemental Circles
		Fire		    Force 12
		Air		    Force 12
	Hermetic Library (Computer)
		Conjuring		6
		Magical Theory	17
		Sorcery		12
	MagicDoc Contract	Orichalum
	Portable Computer Bracelet 100mp
	Power Focus	    +3
	Remington Roomsweeper (Linked to Goggles) 		Depleted Uranium Rounds x2 
clips, normal x 6
	Smart Goggles
	Spell Fetishes   	x6 healing
					x12 combat
					x8 detection
	Spell Focus/Combat +2
	Spell Lock (Armor)	9
	Spell Lock (PCS)   +6 to Reaction
	Magic Knife (Force 1 rating)

SPELLS
	Analyze Device		6	(+2 Exclusive +2 Expendable)
	Armor			9
	Chaos			8
	Detox Deadly Toxin	2	(+2 Exclusive +1 Focus)
						(e.g. actual Force 5)
	Heal Deadly Wounds	2	(+2 Exclusive +2 Expendable)
						(e.g. actual Force 6)
	Hellblast			6	(+2 Exclusive +2 Expendable)
						(+2 Spell Focus/Combat)
						(e.g. actual force 12)
	Hellblast			3	
	Magic Fingers		5	
	Manaball			6 	(+2 Spell Focus/Combat) (etc.)
	Mind Probe		6	(+2 Exclusive +2 Expendable)
	Mob Mood			5
	Physical Mask		7
	Sleep			7	(+2 Focus)

OTHER
	Force 8 Fire Elemental x 3 (Combat) (7 each)
	Force 7 Air Elemental x 2 (Detection) (8 each)

COMMENT
	Hermetic Circle Membership requires 1d6 days per month (may be off-set up to two months).
	A Force 5 Hellblast +2+2+2+3 (for the power focus, the fetish, the exclusive use, etc.) is 14 
dice without using the dice pool or the elementals.  In an iffy situation he will use all three 
elementals on a Force 1 Hellblast for 33+ dice and only one check, all magic pool dice reserved for 
the drain check.

INITIATE level 6

	This NPC can be used as a Threat, as an opposing leader figure or as a competitor.  He may 
also be a supportive contact, patron or initiate contact.

